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ABOUT

Australian Power Equipment supply low, medium &
high voltage equipment to industries throughout

Australia. 
 

Established in 2020, and based in the Hunter Valley,
Australian Power Equipment (A.P.E) are the agents for

üntel, B&D, Leistung , CAB and others through long
standing relationships within the electrical industry.

 
 A.P.E have the ability to provide new equipment for

sale or hire, and have an extensive inventory of 
In Stock equipment

 
A.P.E pride themselves on being able to source critical

equipment, promptly. 
 



WELCOME

At Australian Power Equipment our vision is simple; we supply you with the
Best in Business equipment, service and advice. 

Directors Andrew Cockbain and Abby Crawford have over 30 years of
extensive industry and business knowledge, with Andrew equipped to provide
specifications, advice & solutions across cabling and electrical distribution
networks.

"We believe in keeping it simple. Solid advice, without the hassle. We get you
the equipment you need, in the fastest possible time. And if you're stuck, we
can get you unstuck" says Andrew.

For projects where timelines allow, it's easy to order the right equipment to
specification, and have it shipped from our select range of suppliers. However
sometimes equipment is needed in a tighter timeframe.

That's where the in hand stock at A.P.E warehouses can be engineered to meet
requirements in a fraction of the time it takes to manufacture and ship new
equipment. And if it's not in our warehouse? The critical equipment sourcing is
a great service for when you need it urgently. 

 



AGENTS FOR

Untel

Bambangdjaja - B&D

Leistung

We supply a range of tunnelling and mining cables to
specification, as the agent for industry leader Untel.

Power, Cast Resin, Instrument and many more types of
transformers are regularly supplied to Australian sites
through our agency with B&D.

As the Distributor for Leistung we supply gas and air
insulated switchgear in high, medium and low voltage
requirements. 

CAB
As the Agent for CAB we supply Solar and Site cable
management products.



IN STOCK

WE HAVE AN EXTENSIVE LIST OF STOCK AVAILABLE

Stock includes electrical switchgear, XLPE and rubber mining
and tunnelling cable, new & refurbished transformers, VVVF
drives and relays.

These items change rapidly as the growing delays in
international manufacturing and shipping turnaround times
impact new sales, and sites are eager to purchase suitable
equipment directly from our in stock items.

Speak to us to obtain the specifics of stock available. 
 



CRITICAL SOURCING
When you're stuck we can help. Usually.

If you're needing critical equipment talk to Andrew who has proven
performance both locally and internationally. His extensive
experience in the industry, and trusted networks have seen the
seemingly impossible to find stock found, and found promptly.

The Critical Sourcing service that Australian Power Equipment
provide is perhaps one of the most valued services for clients that
require it.

It can save your site from significant costs when you're facing
downtime.

 



VALUES
OUR

Australian Power Equipment
 

Always SAFE and resourceful; we think outside
the square to get your job equipped in the safest,
most cost effective and time efficient way

Pathway to Sustainability; we are on a mission to
create the most sustainable products and
methodology

Equip communities; we support the future of our
community with key sponsorships and donations

We acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as Australia's First People and
Traditional Custodians.

We pay respect to the Ancestors who walked this ancient land before us, caring for Country so that
we may experience it's wonder and beauty.

We pay respect to Elders past, present and future and we thank them for allowing us to be present
on this land today.



IN TOUCH
GET

Contact Us :
 
 

www.australianpowerequipment.com.au
info@australianpowerequipment.com.au

 
 

14-16 Young Street
East Maitland

NSW 2323
 
 


